
Global Growth:  A Reachable Goal for Most Associations
By Dave Fellers, CAE

 
Potential for international growth for domestic organizations can be enormous.  Becoming a “global” organization – even if  it 
is just attendance at the annual meeting – allows for considerable diversification. The impact of  economic difficulty and/or a 
recession does not always hit every country the same, so diversity can help the group to survive the tough times.   
 
Medical and healthcare associations are some of  the most advanced in attracting international participation. Many indicate 
their foreign attendance has been increasing – several have reached one third of  attendance and, at others have exceeded 40%.  
Health care groups like the American Speech-Language Hearing Association have been successful in promoting their annual 
meeting internationally, and experienced a 20% increase in international attendees in 2009. Other groups are finding that col-
laborative efforts that used to be limited to U.S. based sister societies are now an option on a global basis.   
 
While international growth poses a tremendous opportunity for many associations, it requires strategic planning and coordina-
tion. It is important to take one step at a time.  The first is to address where it wants to be on a global basis. This requires either 
updating the strategic plan, or preparing an international development plan.    
 
Strategic iSSueS to review
The association must answer a number of  questions. Those include strategic oriented issues, such as: 

Has the staff/board discussed what areas of  international involvement to pursue?  Are they supportive of  expanding 1. 
international relations? Have you conducted surveys or focus groups of  international members?  
Do we have or want to increase the international membership category?  What benefits are available?  Can they apply 2. 
online?  Has an international section been considered? Do we have a data base of  international members? 
Do we want to focus on attracting international attendees to the annual meeting or do we want a comprehensive inter-3. 
national program that involves projects, membership, journal, and the annual meeting?  Has there been consideration 
of  an International Advisory Committee?  
Will this effort distract us from our domestic members, or will it enhance our ability to serve the industry or profession?  4. 
Has it been discussed by the board?  Do we know member opinions toward international members?
Do we want to increase foreign subscriptions and manuscript submissions to our journals or magazines?  5. 
Do we want to hold meetings out of  the country?  6. 
What friendships – with foreign sister organizations – can be enhanced or threatened through new outreach?  7. 
Do we want to provide education programs in less fortunate countries to help our colleagues?    Do we want to provide 8. 
or coordinate volunteer medical services in developing countries?  
Does the website appropriately promote international membership and activities?  Are international programs easily 9. 
identified?  Can foreign prospects join online?  

annual Meeting international growth 
The annual meeting for most associations offers a to establish its global role in the industry or profession.  These are some of  
the questions that must be addressed:  

Do we want to present the best science or educational content at our annual meeting, and can this be accomplished 1. 
by opening the door to or increasing foreign presentations?  Have we determined what sessions or parts of  the 
meeting have the most interest to international members and promoted them in publications?  
Are there solutions to visa issues for attendees, and do the cities that host our annual meetings offer convenient 2. 
transportation options and a place 
foreigners will want to visit?  What 
role will the convention bureau for 
the 2010 and 2011 meet- ings play in 
attracting international members?  
Will suppliers – pharmaceutical or 3. 
equipment companies – sponsor for-
eign attendees and how do we provide 
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travel assistance?  Do you offer travel packages to international attendees or do we need an international travel agent to 
work with exhibitors and foreign sister organizations?   
Do our exhibitors want international attendees and will this increase the value of  the show to them?  What surveys or 4. 
discussions have been held with the Exhibitor Advisory Committee or groups of  exhibitors?  Are they encouraged to 
invite international customers to attend?  
Are we prepared to face natural disasters and health issues that could pose problems related to attrition clauses and 5. 
guaratees?  
Is the Annual Meeting website sufficient to attract and assist international attendees?  Is there a specific section for 6. 
international members?  

 
next Step optionS  
Once staff  and/or the board have addressed these strategic questions, they must decide what action to take.   The three major 
opportunities include:

Strategic Discussion with the Board of  Directors:1. 
The Board or appropriate committee could have a facilitated discussion to determine how broad it would like to pursue 
international opportunities.  

 Development of  an International Plan:2. 
Work with a consultant to prepare a draft International Development Plan that is based on current activities and opportunities 
available. This would focus on membership growth and attendance/participation at the annual meeting. Some activities could be 
incorporated for the next meeting – including focus groups – while others would be geared for the 2011 meeting. This would be 
used as a guide for discussion by the Board of  Directors and appropriate governance structures.  

Identify and Implement Limited Efforts:3. 
Work with a consultant to identify a limited number of  opportunities to grow international attendance at the next annual 
meeting, as well as increase foreign members.  This could be four to six projects that would have the biggest Return on 
Investment for the organization.  Once these areas are identified, the board or appropriate governance body would review 
and approve the initiatives.   
 
The opportunity to be recognized as an international meeting has become the benchmark rather than the exception.  
Coordination of  volunteer efforts and outreach to developing countries – whether providing services to individuals or 
education programs for a specific industry or profession – may be the objective.  A consultant can assist an organization 
to address these strategic issues and determine what would work best.  
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